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Today more than 40% of the worlds waste is the result of building, construc tion, 
renovation, and demolition practices. XFrame™ is a radical response to this 
global challenge.

Backed by a proprietary technology platform that automates design and 
manufacturing processes, XFrame™ has been developed as a prefabricated, 
lightweight engineered timber wall, floor and roof framing system that enables 
end-of-life recovery and reuse.

XFrame™ is manufactured from sustainably sourced (FSC certified) structural 
plywood using precise computer controlled milling machines to minimise waste. 
The finished product is a series of modular parts that are designed to clip 
together without the need for nails, screws or adhesives. 

Using XFrame our goal is to make the deconstruction and reuse of building 
materials an attractive and economically feasible end-of-life strategy.

XFrame™ Office was developed to address the significant waste generated 
through office and retail fit outs and refits. It is a series of modular commercial 
and retail applications that are lightweight, easily assembled and rapidly 
deployable. Adding to its circular economy credentials, XFrame™ Office 
uses the same components across the entire range meaning products can be 
disassembled and reconfigured as needed.

The XFrame   SystemTM 

A kit of standard parts. 

Assembled without nails, screws or adhesives. 

Made from natural and renewable materials. 

An engineered structure. Millimetre Perfect.

Scalable and flexible spaces.

Designed for complete circularity.
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Booths Cubicles Meeting Rooms Partitions

Mini (700W x 700L)

Regular (1290W x 1290L)

Corner (1290W x 1290L)

TeleRectangular  
(1290W x 2390L)

TeleSquare 
(1690W x 1690L)

Long (1290W x 2390L)

Regular (1290W x 1845L)

Double Long  
(2390W x 2390L)

Double Regular  
(2390W x 1845L)

Two Person Standard   
(1290W x 2390L)

     

XFrame Office Range

Four Person Standard   
(2390W x 2390L)

     
Regular (1050W x 2100H)

Double (2100W x 2100H)

Corner (1190W x 2100H)

(All 2100H) (1100 - 1600H) (All 2100H) (All 2100H)

L = Length, W = Width, H = Height  
All dimensions in millimeters. 
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Mini Booth

front

Birch Option Exposed Option

Internal Dimensions 
(660L x 760W)

Exterior Lining Options (Black, Birch, White, Clear)

side

Internal Lining Options (Black, Grey, Neutral)

A single ultra-compact acoustically controlled space for video calling in open offices. 
Designed to sit alongside structural elements to improve floor space utilisation.  
Options to add wheels, clear lids, and join booths into rows for improved efficiency. 

With Door Option

(or exposed frame with internal lining only)
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Booth

front

Birch Option Exposed Option

Internal Dimensions 
(1090W x 1200L)

Exterior Lining Options (Black, Birch, White, Clear)

side

Internal Lining Options (Black, Grey, Neutral)

A single acoustically controlled space for video calling in open offices. A generous 
internal space with a 20% larger internal volume and a worksurface twice the size 
of similar market solutions, ideal for extended video calls and productivity. Options 
to add wheels, clear lids, and join booths into rows for improved efficiency. 

With Door Option

(or exposed frame with internal lining only)
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Corner Booth

Internal Dimensions 
(1090W x 1090L)

XFrame™ Corner booth units take advantage of the modular capabilities of 
XFrame™. Acoustically treated on all sides and with front half panels this is an 
economical solution. Options to add wheels, clear ceilings, and join booths into 
rows for improved efficiency. 

front

Birch Option Exposed Option

Exterior Lining Options (Black, Birch, White, Clear)

side

Internal Lining Options (Black, Grey, Neutral)

With Door Option

(or exposed frame with internal lining only)
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TeleBooth

Internal Dimensions 
(1090W x 2190L)

This Rectangular TeleBooth unit is an ideal huddle space for video conferencing 
with team members. These units are more compact than 2 or 4 person meeting 
spaces and ideally suited to video conferencing with team members. 

top

Birch Option Exposed Option

Exterior Lining Options (Black, Birch, White, Clear)

front

Internal Lining Options (Black, Grey, Neutral)

With Transparent Roof Option

(or exposed frame with internal lining only)

Rectangular
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TeleBooth
The Square TeleBooth is a further adaptation of XFrame’s teleconferencing 
options. It is more spacious internally allowing users more flexibility in how the 
space is used.  

Square

Internal Dimensions 
(1690W x 1690L)

top

Birch Option Exposed Option

Exterior Lining Options (Black, Birch, White, Clear)

front

Internal Lining Options (Black, Grey, Neutral)

With Transparent Roof Option

(or exposed frame with internal lining only)
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Meeting
Larger enclosed meeting spaces are possible with the XFrame system. These are 
ideal for group planning and larger meetings. Units be joined back-to-back, or side-
by-side, glazed, lined internally and expanded as required. 

4 Person

top (left)

Exterior Lining Options (Black, Birch, White, Clear)

Internal Lining Options (Black, Grey, Neutral)

With Transparent Roof Option

(or exposed frame with internal lining only)

Internal Dimensions 
(2190W x 2190L)

     

^Option shown with Black Melamine Plywood Linings
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Kit Wall
XFrame Offfice’s kit wall is suitable for use as acoustically treated wall partitions 
to aid in the control of acoustic and visual privacy. These partitions can be self-
installed (DIY) and can be easily reconfigured and/or customized as required. 
These panels can be fixed or mounted on wheeled feet for greater flexibility. These 
panels can be connected to form longer sections as required.  

Regular (1050W x 2100H)

Mobile Single Panel

Exterior Lining Options (Black, Birch, White, Clear)‘Inset’ Lining Options (Black, Grey, Neutral)

(or exposed frame with internal lining only)
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